
HANOI PROBLEM

The Tower of Hanoi is a mathematical game or puzzle. It consists of three rods and a number of disks of different sizes.

That means that we can reuse the space after finishing the first one. The source and destination pegs for the
mth move can also be found elegantly from the binary representation of m using bitwise operations. All other
disks are 1 as well, so they are stacked on top of it. That is, with every level of recursion, the first recursive
call inverts the target and auxiliary stacks, while in the second recursive call the source and auxiliary stacks
are inverted. This is computationally very expensive. When we reach the end, this concept will be clearer. The
edge in the middle of the sides of the largest triangle represents a move of the largest disk. Time complexity is
a concept in computer science that deals with the quantification of the amount of time taken by a set of code or
algorithm to process or run as a function of the amount of input. For the other disks there is always one
possibility, except when all disks are on the same peg, but in that case either it is the smallest disk that must be
moved or the objective has already been achieved. A value of 0 indicates that the largest disk is on the initial
peg, while a 1 indicates that it's on the final peg right peg if number of disks is odd and middle peg otherwise.
The largest disk is 0, so it is on the left initial peg. There we call the method two times for - n From every
arbitrary distribution of disks, there are one or two different longest non selfcrossing paths to move all disks to
one of the three pegs. This permits a very fast non-recursive computer implementation to find the positions of
the disks after m moves without reference to any previous move or distribution of disks. Because when there
will be one disk in our stack then it is easy to just do that final step and after that our task will be done. Binary
solution[ edit ] Disk positions may be determined more directly from the binary base-2 representation of the
move number the initial state being move 0, with all digits 0, and the final state being with all digits 1 , using
the following rules: There is one binary digit bit for each disk. Hence every odd move involves the smallest
disk. If one counts in Gray code of a bit size equal to the number of disks in a particular Tower of Hanoi,
begins at zero, and counts up, then the bit changed each move corresponds to the disk to move, where the
least-significant bit is the smallest disk, and the most-significant bit is the largest. Move another disk legally
there will be only one possibility For the very first move, the smallest disk goes to peg t if h is odd and to peg r
if h is even. The corner nodes represent the three cases where all the disks are stacked on one peg. The
operation, which counts the number of consecutive zeros at the end of a binary number, gives a simple
solution to the problem: the disks are numbered from zero, and at move m, disk number count trailing zeros is
moved the minimal possible distance to the right circling back around to the left as needed. Disk four is 1, so it
is on another peg. A second letter is added to represent the larger disk. Disk five is also 1, so it is stacked on
top of it, on the right peg. This provides the following algorithm, which is easier, carried out by hand, than the
recursive algorithm. We can use B as a helper to finish this job. Most of the recursive programs take
exponential time, and that is why it is very hard to write them iteratively. For three disks the graph is: call the
pegs a, b and c list disk positions from left to right in order of increasing size The sides of the outermost
triangle represent the shortest ways of moving a tower from one peg to another one. In the Gray system,
numbers are expressed in a binary combination of 0s and 1s, but rather than being a standard positional
numeral system , Gray code operates on the premise that each value differs from its predecessor by only one
and exactly one bit changed. To solve this problem there is a concept used in computer science called time
complexity. The topmost small triangle now represents the one-move possibilities with two disks: The nodes
at the vertices of the outermost triangle represent distributions with all disks on the same peg.


